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No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.
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QUESTION ONE 

(b) Explain what people can do at the event in announcement 2. What should they do if they are 
interested? 
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(d) What important information is given in announcement 4? What should someone do if they 
can help? t:·~H-J t:.t.?l:<? 
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Low Achievement exemplar 2016 

Subject: Japanese Standard: 90893 Total score: 09 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 A3 

This answer provides evidence for A3 because there is some connection 
beyond just lexical understanding. Some basic understanding of some of the 
text is shown. The student has made an attempt to piece together what is 
happening, but has not shown overall understanding. 

2 A3 
In this answer, the student has got the general gist of the text but has not 
always got the information correct. There is some understanding of the 
meaning overall. 

3 A3 
Again, while having a general understanding of some of the text, this student 
has not always got the correct information. They have however given enough 
information to show that they have some understanding. 
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High Achievement exemplar 2016 

Subject: Japanese Standard: 90893 Total score: 12 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 A4 

This candidate has a very mixed answer. There are elements of merit and 
excellence at times; however, overall and most consistently the answer is at a 
high Achieved level. There is some incorrect information, but generally they 
have a good overall understanding of the general meaning of the texts. To 
have achieved at M5, they would have needed to be more consistent. For 
example, in part (d), the candidate talks about the child that has been found, 
and that the grandmother needs to contact the information centre, rather than 
that the child is still missing, and anyone finding her needs to contact the aunt.   

2 A4 
This is a very solid A4 answer. General information is given correctly and 
shows understanding of the overall meaning of the text.  

3 A4 

Again, the candidate shows a very good general understanding of the text, 
without the more clear understanding that is needed for Merit. They have 
managed to find most of the required information from the text, but has not 
elaborated or given any clarifying details. 

 

  




